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The auditory cortex is malleable by experience. Previous studies of auditory plasticity have described experience-dependent changes in
response profiles of single neurons or changes in global tonotopic organization. However, experience-dependent changes in the dynam-
ics of local neural populations have remained unexplored. In this study, we examined the influence of a dramatic yet natural experience
in the life of female mice, giving birth and becoming a mother on single neurons and neuronal ensembles in the primary auditory cortex
(A1). Using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging and electrophysiological recordings from layer 2/3 in A1 of mothers and age-matched
virgin mice, we monitored changes in the responses to a set of artificial and natural sounds. Population dynamics underwent large
changes as measured by pairwise and higher-order correlations, with noise correlations increasing as much as twofold in lactating
mothers. Concomitantly, changes in response properties of single neurons were modest and selective. Remarkably, despite the large
changes in correlations, information about stimulus identity remained essentially the same in the two groups. Our results demonstrate
changes in the correlation structure of neuronal activity as a result of a natural life event.

Introduction
Experience-dependent functional plasticity at the level of single
neurons has been observed in a number of cortical regions. A
large number of studies have revealed a high level of functional
plasticity in primary auditory cortex (A1, see review of early
work) (Weinberger, 2004). For example, receptive fields of neu-
ronal clusters have shown stimulus-dependent changes after clas-
sical conditioning (Bakin and Weinberger, 1990). Other studies
have demonstrated that experience-dependent changes in single-
cell response properties result in a modified tonotopic map in A1
(Recanzone et al., 1993). The initial expression of such changes
may occur within minutes after experience (Fritz et al., 2003).

However, processing in the cortex involves complex interac-
tions of large populations of neurons, and these interactions
cannot be inferred from single-cell recordings. Specifically,
correlation patterns within neuronal ensembles may critically af-
fect information processing (Zohary et al., 1994b; Abbott and
Dayan, 1999; Sompolinsky et al., 2001; Averbeck and Lee, 2006;
Cafaro and Rieke, 2010). Thus, to fully understand experience-
dependent cortical reorganization, changes in the correlation

structure of neuronal ensembles must be monitored in addition
to the responses of single neurons.

In this study, we investigated how the responses of local pop-
ulations of neurons in A1 change after a natural and behaviorally
relevant experience. We used a complex but natural change in the
life of mice and other mammals: giving birth and becoming a
mother. Becoming a mother, especially for the first time, involves
physiological, hormonal, behavioral, and social changes (Brun-
ton and Russell, 2008; Leuner et al., 2010). After birth, the mother
learns to take care of her pups and expresses a wide range of
maternal behaviors. Some of these behaviors rely heavily on au-
ditory communication (Noirot, 1972). For example, mothers
learn to identify specific calls emitted by the pups, such as ultra-
sonic vocalizations (USVs) and lower-frequency wriggling calls,
and respond with a variety of maternal behaviors (Geissler and
Ehret, 2002, 2004; Ehret, 2005). Thus, becoming a mother reflects
a dramatic, naturally occurring change, which involves behavior-
ally guided auditory learning. Previous studies have described
changes in single-neuron response properties in mothers com-
pared with virgins (Liu et al., 2006; Liu and Schreiner, 2007;
Cohen et al., 2011). However, whether and how network-level
coding is changing to accommodate this plasticity remains largely
unknown.

To compare the activity of neuronal ensembles in mothers
and virgins, we performed in vivo two-photon calcium imag-
ing in A1 of mother mice 4 –5 d after birth and compared it
with responses in age-matched virgin females. This method
allowed us to examine changes in responses of single neurons
as well as in the correlation structure of the local population.
Focusing on layer 2/3, we found major changes in network
dynamics, which could not be predicted from the responses of
single neurons.
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Materials and Methods
Animal preparation. We used female NMRI mice (n � 23, 8 –10 weeks
old), anesthetized using ketamine (100 mg/kg) and medetomidine (0.83
mg/kg). Virgin mice were females that were never housed with males or
pups after they had been weaned at postnatal day 21. Mothers were
females 4 –5 d after parturition, nursing a litter of at least five pups.

Depth of anesthesia was assessed by monitoring the pinch withdrawal
reflex. Dextrose–saline was injected subcutaneously to prevent dehydra-
tion. Body temperature was maintained at 36 –37°C. The skull was ex-
posed, cleaned, and dried. A metal pin was glued to the skull and attached
to a custom-made head holder, allowing precise orientation of the head
relative to the objective. The muscle overlying the left A1 was removed,
and a craniotomy (3 mm in diameter) was performed. The dura was
gently removed, and the cortical surface was kept continuously moist.
After each experiment, animals were euthanized with an overdose of
sodium pentobarbital. All experiments were approved by the Hebrew
University Animal Care and Use Committee. Hebrew University is an
Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care-accredited institution.

Dye loading and two-photon imaging. Dye loading was performed as
previously described, targeting L2/3 neurons of A1 (Rothschild et al.,
2010). To target A1, we performed a craniotomy at the following coor-
dinates: 2.3 mm posterior and 4.2 mm lateral to bregma. Within the
craniotomy, imaging was performed at a location devoid of large blood
vessels, to allow optimal optical access. A1 was loaded with Fluo-4 AM
(F14201; Invitrogen) using multicell bolus loading (Stosiek et al., 2003).
Fluo-4 AM was dissolved in 20% Pluronic F-127 in DMSO (P-6867;
Invitrogen) to a concentration of 10 mM and further diluted 10-fold in
external buffer containing the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10
glucose, 10 HEPES, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgSO4, and 0.1 Sulforhodamine 101.
Injections were performed under visual guidance using two-photon ex-
citation. The solution was slowly injected into the cortex (duration 30 –
180 s) using a quartz pipette. In some experiments, several injections
were made within a distance of a few hundred micrometers. The crani-
otomy was glass coverslipped and secured with dental cement. The
mouse was placed under the microscope, and the cranial window was
oriented perpendicular to the objective lens.

Imaging was performed on an Ultima microscope (Prairie Technolo-
gies) with a 40� (0.8 NA, Olympus) or a 16� (0.8 NA, Nikon) water-
immersion objective. A femtosecond laser (Mai-Tai Spectra Physics) was
used to excite Fluo-4 at 820 nm. Line scan images were acquired at
100 –150 Hz, depending on the length of the line. Neurons were imaged
at depths of 250 –380 �m under the pia, corresponding to layers 2/3 of
the cortex. Imaging was stable with no movements caused by heartbeat or
respiration. Imaging started 30 min after injection and lasted for �3 h.
Scan timings, stimuli delivery, and electrophysiological recordings were
acquired using a standard data acquisition board (Digidata 1440A, Mo-
lecular Devices) on a separate PC.

Electrophysiological recordings. Electrodes (4 –7 M�) were pulled from
filamented, thin-walled, borosilicate glass (outer diameter, 1.5 mm; in-
ner diameter, 1.0 mm; Hilgenberg) on a vertical two-stage puller (PC-12,
Narishige). Internal solution contained the following (in mM): 140
K-gluconate, 10 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 Na2-phosphocreatine, 4 MgATP, 0.4
Na2GTP, 0.5 EGTA, adjusted to pH 7.25 with KOH. Electrodes were
inserted into A1, attempting to target neurons at depths of 250 – 400 �m,
to match the imaging experiments. An increase of the pipette resistance
to 10 –200 M� resulted in most cases in the appearance of spikes. The
detection of a well-separated spike was the only criterion to start the
auditory protocol. Electrode signals were amplified by an intracellular
amplifier in current-clamp mode (Multiclamp 700B, Molecular De-
vices), filtered with a 50 Hz high pass filter, and sampled at 10 kHz
(Digidata 1440A, Molecular Devices).

Auditory stimulation. USVs were recorded with a 1/4 inch micro-
phone, connected to a preamplifier and an amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer),
from P4-P5 pups isolated from their mother and placed in a custom-built
sound-shielded box. Vocalizations were sampled at 500 kHz using a Digi-
data 1322A card (Molecular Devices). USVs were identified offline, and
three were selected for use in the electrophysiological experiments based

on their high SNR. Other auditory stimuli were generated online using
custom-written software (MATLAB; MathWorks). All stimuli were
transduced to analog voltage (PCI-6731 card, National Instruments),
attenuated (PA5, Tucker Davis Technologies), and presented through an
electrostatic loudspeaker driver and loudspeaker (ED1, ES1 Tucker Davis
Technologies). The loudspeaker was placed �10 cm from the right ear of
the mouse. Acoustic stimuli consisted of pure tones at 10, 20, and 60 kHz,
a synthetic wriggling call composed of pure tones at 3.8, 7.6, and 11.4 kHz
(Ehret, 2005), broadband noise (BBN), and the three ultrasonic vocal-
izations, for a total of 8 stimuli. Each stimulus was presented 20 times per
series, pseudo-randomly shuffled, at a single intensity level (70 dB SPL, as
estimated by measuring sound level with a Bruel and Kjaer microphone
at the location of the head of the animal). The duration of all synthetic
stimuli was 100 ms, including 5 ms ON and OFF linear ramps, whereas
USV duration was �70 ms. Interstimulus interval was 700 ms.

Data analysis. All �F/F traces were smoothed using a finite impulse
response low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of the sampling fre-
quency divided by 10. To keep the temporal features of the calcium signal
in their correct locations, the MATLAB function filtfilt was used to
achieve zero-phase filtering (MathWorks). The quality of traces was cal-
culated based on the S/N ratio of the transients relative to the baseline
fluorescence fluctuations as described previously (Rothschild et al.,
2010), and traces that did not pass a quality threshold were excluded from
further analysis. Response strength was quantified as the integral of the
fluorescence signal within a window of 250 ms after stimulus onset. To
verify that window duration did not impact our conclusions, analyses
were performed using other window durations as indicated in the text.

For both imaging and electrophysiological data, to determine whether
a neuron was responsive to a specific stimulus, we tested whether its
responses to the 20 stimulus presentations were significantly larger than
the signal preceding stimuli onset using a t test at a significance level of
0.05. For the imaging data, this consisted of comparing integrals of the
fluorescence signal from 0 to 250 ms after stimuli onset to integrals from
�250 to 0 ms. For electrophysiology, we compared spike counts from 0
to 100 ms to �100 to 0 ms relative to stimuli onset. This allowed us to
determine to which stimuli each neuron is responsive. A neuron was
considered as responsive if it was responsive to at least one of the eight
stimuli. Time to response onset in the electrophysiological data was cal-
culated in the following way. A poststimulus time histogram was created
for each responsive neuron over all trials of pure tone stimuli only, as they
shared the same temporal envelope. Response onset was identified as the
time of first crossing of a normalized firing rate threshold using an auto-
mated procedure. The threshold was set at the mean firing rate across the
PSTH window, from �100 ms to �700 ms relative to stimulus onset.

To calculate noise correlations (NCs), we subtracted the mean re-
sponse of each neuron to each stimulus from all the single-trial responses
of the neuron to that stimulus. This resulted in a vector of fluctuations
around the mean responses to the different stimuli. The correlation co-
efficients between pairs of such vectors were used as estimates of the NC
between the two neurons. Stimulus-dependent NCs were again correla-
tion coefficients calculated using only trials of a single stimulus.

For higher-order correlation analyses, we grouped fluctuation vectors
of all simultaneously imaged neurons into “fluctuation matrices,” in
which a cell in row i and column j contains the fluctuation in response of
neuron i to stimulus j around its mean response to the stimulus presented
in that trial. These matrices were then simplified by keeping only the sign
of each fluctuation, resulting in matrices of 1’s and �1’s corresponding
to a response being above or below the corresponding mean. Thus, for a
group of N neurons, every column of such matrix corresponded to a
single-trial network fluctuation pattern. We calculated the observed
probability of all patterns in which a given k neuron positively fluctuated
and compared it with its expected rate under a model of independent
fluctuations, which is the product of the probabilities of the activated
single neurons in the given pattern.

We evaluated the amount of information about the stimuli carried by
the responses using a decoding approach. For each imaging session of
one ensemble of neurons, decoding was performed on the single-trial
response vectors, which consisted of the responses of all neurons in that
trial. We observed that in a given recording location there were often
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stimuli to which none of the neurons responded. Decoding was therefore
performed only for a subset of the eight stimuli. This subset was selected
by considering all subsets of stimuli of size 4 or larger. For each such
subset, we measured how well single neurons separated between the
stimuli. This was done by performing a one-way ANOVA on the single
trial responses to all stimuli in the subset. The figure of merit that we used
to characterize the single-neuron performance was the resulting p value
of the ANOVA. Then, the figure of merit for the subset consisted of the
35% percentile of the p values of all the neurons on that subset. Finally,
the subset with the minimal figure of merit (because small p represents
good performance) was selected for testing classification performance.
Thus, the best subset of stimuli had at least one third of the neurons
showing better discrimination than that shown by the best one third of
the neurons on any other subset of stimuli. The stimuli that belonged to
each subset were approximately equally distributed among all eight stim-
uli when considering all imaging sessions. All further calculations were
done for that subset. The selection did not use correlations, but only
single-neuron performance.

To make sure our results are not biased by the type of classifier, we
initially used three types of classifiers: nearest neighbor, boosted trees,
and linear discriminant classifiers implemented in the MATLAB Statis-
tical Toolbox (MathWorks). The results obtained from these were simi-
lar, and we chose the linear discriminant analysis because it had the best
classification performance.

To evaluate the performance of the classifier, we used a leave-one-out
procedure. For each trial, we trained the classifier using all other trials
and used the resulting classifier to classify the response to the left-out
trial. We then calculated the percentage loss, defined as the rate of trials
classified to a stimulus other than their own. We measured a steady bias
of �5% using this procedure, such that, for example, random data clas-
sified to four classes showed a loss of �70% instead of 75%. This bias was
uniform and small relative to the classification performance of the real

data. To remove NC while maintaining single-cell response statistics,
responses of each stimulus type were permuted between trials of the same
stimulus independently for each neuron.

Results
To test the effect of maternity on responses of single neurons and
neuronal populations in A1, we first performed in vivo two-
photon calcium imaging in anesthetized mice while presenting
both synthetic and natural sounds. We imaged two groups of
mice: lactating mothers 4 –5 d after parturition (n � 6 mice) and
age-matched virgin females, as controls (n � 9 mice). We loaded
cells in A1 with the calcium indicator Fluo-4 AM using the mul-
ticell bolus loading technique (Stosiek et al., 2003). Fluo-4 stained
dozens of cells within a small sphere of �150 �m in diameter
around the injection site. To gain a relatively high temporal res-
olution, we used line scans at rates of 100 –150 Hz. We imaged
neurons at depths of 250 –380 �m below the surface of the brain,
corresponding to cortical layers 2/3 (Rothschild et al., 2010). We
imaged sequentially at multiple depths in each mouse, simulta-
neously imaging an average of 9 � 4 neurons that passed the
quality threshold in each focal plane (Fig. 1).

Single neuron response profiles after parturition
To test how synthetic as well as natural sounds are coded in A1 of
mice after parturition, we presented eight different auditory
stimuli, comprised of three different pure tones (10, 20, and 60
kHz), BBN, a synthetic wriggling call (WC, composed of pure
tones at 3.8, 7.6, and 11.4 kHz) (Ehret, 2005), and three USVs
(recorded from 4- to 5-d-old pups). During continuous imaging

Figure 1. Imaging network responses to synthetic and natural sounds. a, In vivo two-photon micrograph of a single optical plane in A1 of a virgin mouse after bolus loading of Fluo-4 AM (green)
and SR101 (red). Some of the cells are circled and numbered. This optical plane is 362 �m below the pia. Scale bar represents 20 �m. b, Relative changes in fluorescence (�F/F) of the seven neurons
shown in a during presentation of a stimuli series (data not shown). Scale bars as in e. c, Single trial and mean responses of the seven neurons from a and b to eight different stimuli. Rows mark
neurons 1–7 from top to bottom and columns mark different stimuli (annotated on the bottom). Each panel represents the responses to all trials of the specific stimulus (black) and its mean (red).
*Panels that show a significant response. Scale bars as in f. d–f, Same as a– c, but from a lactating mother.
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of each focal plane, we presented each stimulus 20 times for a
total of 160 stimuli presentations, in a pseudo-random sequence.
Neurons exhibited stimulus-evoked as well as spontaneous cal-
cium transients with a characteristically fast rise time (�100 ms)
and a slow exponential decay (500 –1000 ms) (Fig. 1b,c,e,f). As
the area under the fluorescence transients correlates with the
number of fired spikes (Abel et al., 2004; Kerr et al., 2005; Yaksi
and Friedrich, 2006; Sato et al., 2007; Sasaki et al., 2008; Tian et
al., 2009; Rothschild et al., 2010), response amplitudes were de-
fined as the integral of the �F/F signal from 0 to 250 ms after
stimulus onset. Overall, in both mothers and virgins, some neu-
rons showed high stimulus selectivity (Fig. 1f; cell 7/10 kHz),
whereas others were less selective (Fig. 1c; cell 1). Response con-
sistency over trials varied greatly between neurons and stimuli
(see, e.g., Fig. 1c; cell 5, 60 K, WC, and BBN). As we previously
described (Rothschild et al., 2010), neurons within the imaged
region could show similar or highly divergent stimulus selectivity
(Fig. 1c; cells 1 and 3 vs 1 and 7; stars indicate significant
responses).

We defined a responsive neuron as one that responded signif-
icantly to at least one stimulus. Of all neurons in lactating moth-
ers (n � 418 neurons; N � 6 mice) and virgin mice (n � 283
neurons; N � 9 mice), a mean � SEM of 37.7 � 7.4% and 41.9 �
9.6% of neurons were responsive per animal. There was no sig-
nificant difference in the fraction of responsive neurons between
the two groups when grouping by animals (two-sample t test,
df � 13, p � 0.76; Fig. 2a). When pooling all neurons for each
experimental group, responsiveness tended to be higher in virgins,
although this difference did not reach significance (two-sample t
test, df�699, p�0.052). Thus, the overall responsiveness of imaged
A1 neurons in L2/3 to this stimulus set was comparable in naive
virgins and lactating mothers.

We next examined whether neurons in mothers displayed a
different stimulus selectivity compared with virgins. The mean
response profile of mothers and virgin mice did not differ signif-
icantly (two-way ANOVA on state � stimuli, no significant effect
of state: F(1,111) � 1.44, p � 0.24; significant effect of stimulus:
F(7,111) � 6.93, p 	 0.0001; no interaction between state and
stimuli: F(7,104) � 0.28, p � 0.96; Fig. 2b). In both groups, more
neurons were responsive to 10 and 20 kHz tones, and to synthetic
wriggling calls, whereas few neurons were responsive to USVs,
BBN, and the 60 kHz tones. The lack of responses to USVs and 60
kHz tones and high rate of responses to 10 and 20 kHz tones and
wriggling calls are explained by consistent imaging from central
A1. The low rate of responses to BBN is a unique feature of layer
3 neurons, which probably dominate our imaging sample
(Oviedo et al., 2010). Thus, within the sample of sounds we pre-
sented, we found no differences in the mean response properties
of single neurons in mothers and virgin mice in our imaging data.

Compared with electrophysiology, two-photon calcium im-
aging yields a lower signal-to-noise ratio for measuring spiking
activity and suffers from a limited temporal resolution. To ensure
that our results are comparable with direct electrophysiological
measures, we performed electrophysiological recordings from
limited samples in mothers (N � 59 neurons from 4 mice) and
virgin mice (N � 34 neurons from 4 mice). Recordings were
made in the cell-attached configuration, which allows excellent
single-neuron and single-spike identification. We recorded from
the same stereotaxic coordinates as in our imaging experiments,
and aimed our recordings to depths corresponding to L2/3 as in
our imaging experiments. We presented the exact same auditory
protocol and performed similar analysis to that of the imaging
data (with the required modifications for the different signals, see
Materials and Methods). Raster plots of representative neurons

Figure 2. Responsiveness of single cells in A1 of mothers and virgins. a, Percentage of responsive neurons in mothers and virgins across imaging experiments. a, b, Error bars indicate SEM. b,
Mean per-stimulus responses (top) and responsiveness rate (bottom) in mothers (red) and virgins (blue). Shaded area marks SD across data; error bars indicate SEM across experiments. c,
Representative raster plots from juxtacellular electrophysiological recordings of L2/3 neurons in a mother (left) and virgin (right). Each stimulus (noted on the left) was presented 20 times. Stimulus
onset is at time 0. Red stars indicate significant responses. d, Percentage of responsive neurons in mothers (left) and virgins (right), as determined from the electrophysiological recordings. Compare
with a, which was obtained from different animals using two-photon calcium imaging. e, Per-stimulus responsiveness in mothers (red) and virgins (blue), as determined from the electrophysio-
logical recordings. Compare with b, which was obtained from different animals using two-photon calcium imaging.
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from a mother mouse and a virgin mouse are presented in Figure
2c. As with the imaging data, stimulus selectivity and intertrial
variability varied greatly between neurons. Using the same re-
sponsiveness test as for the imaging data, a mean � SEM of 44 �
4.7% of all neurons in mothers and 38.8 � 13.2% of the neurons
in virgins were responsive to at least one stimulus, which is con-
sistent with the values obtained from the imaging data (compare
Fig. 2a,d). Per-stimulus responsiveness was similar, although not
identical, to that derived from the imaging data. The stimuli that
evoked most responses were the low-frequency tones (10 and 20
kHz) and the wriggling calls, consistent with the recording loca-
tion in the center of A1 (Fig. 2e, compare withFig. 2b). However,
BBN and the USVs evoked more electrophysiological responses
in mothers than could be expected based on the imaging data.
These differences are probably the result of small differences
in the recorded neuronal populations because of different biases
of the techniques (see Discussion).

Beyond complementing our imaging results, electrophysio-
logical recordings allowed us to study single-neuron activity in
more detail. First, we calculated the spontaneous firing rate of all
neurons over the 100 ms preceding each stimulus presentation.
Spontaneous firing rates in L2/3 were overall low and not signif-
icantly different between mothers and virgins (virgins, 0.69 �
0.21 Hz; mothers, 0.59 � 0.11 Hz, mean � SEM; Fig. 3a, two-
sample t test, df � 91, p � 0.64). Second, we examined whether
the amplitude of auditory evoked responses differed between
mothers and virgins by quantifying the number of evoked spikes
for all trials of response-evoking stimuli. The distribution of
number of evoked spikes per trial was similar for mothers and
virgins (Fig. 3b), and their means were not significantly different
(two-sample t test, df � 1838, p � 0.52). In �50% of the trials,
there were no spikes within the response window, and in 
95%
of the trials responses consisted of no more than two spikes, in
both mothers and virgins. Last, we examined spike-timing differ-
ences in virgins and mothers. Interestingly, response onset in
mothers preceded those of virgins by �6 ms (Fig. 3c; virgins,
39.2 � 2.4 ms; mothers, 32.9 � 1.7 ms, mean � SEM; two-sample
t test, df � 39, p � 0.036). Thus, our electrophysiological data
generally support the similarity of responses in mothers and vir-
gins we observed using calcium imaging.

Pairwise NC after parturition
One basic measure for network dynamics is pairwise NC. NC
measures the tendency of two neurons to respond above and
below their means (“fluctuate”) together, and it has been shown
to correlate with synaptic connectivity (Ko et al., 2011). Figure 4a
shows an example of fluctuation vectors (see Materials and Meth-

ods) for two neurons imaged simultane-
ously that showed a strong tendency to
cofluctuate. These neurons were imaged
from a mother. The tendency of this pair
to cofluctuate is illustrated again in Figure
4b, showing a scatter plot of the fluctua-
tions of one neuron against the fluctua-
tions of the other. NC in this case is
extremely high (NC � 0.77). In contrast,
Figure 4, c and d, show the same analyses
for a pair with low NC (NC � 0.008) from
a virgin animal.

Across our dataset, the average NC in
virgin mice was 0.18 � 0.14 (mean � SD,
n � 1103 pairs), consistent with our pre-
vious results (Rothschild et al., 2010). Re-

markably, mean NC in lactating mothers was almost twice as high
compared with virgins (0.34 � 0.17, n � 2148 pairs), and this
difference was highly significant (Fig. 4e; two-sample t test, t �
27.8, df � 3249, p 	 0.01). These unusually high NC values in
mothers were consistent across individual animals (data not
shown). Pairwise correlations during ongoing activity, when no
stimuli were presented, were also significantly higher in mothers
(Fig. 4f; two-sample t test, t � 8.1, df � 3249, p 	 0.01). However,
this difference was smaller than the difference we found for
stimulus-evoked NCs.

The finding that stimulus-evoked NC values in mothers were
on average twice as large as in virgins prompts the question of
whether this difference originates from responses to a specific
subset of stimuli, which might be coded differently in mothers.
We therefore calculated stimulus-specific NC in mothers and
virgins (see Materials and Methods). For both mothers and vir-
gins, NC varied significantly with stimulus identity (Fig. 4g,
ANOVA: mothers, F(7,17176) � 14.32, p 	 0.001; virgins, F(7,8816) �
4.85, p 	 0.0001). However, the magnitude of variation of NC
with stimuli across the dataset was small (SD/mean NC across
stimuli was 0.063 for mothers and 0.097 for virgins). USVs and
WCs did not induce differential levels of NC compared with pure
tones, and NCs were larger in mothers for all stimuli. These re-
sults indicate that the increased NC in mothers included a large
stimulus-independent component.

To test how sensitive our results are to the response window
size (250 ms), we recalculated both responsiveness rates and NC
values based on four additional response window sizes (10, 100,
500, and 800 ms; Fig. 5a). Mean response profiles in both mothers
and virgins were very similar when using a shorter window of 100
ms (Fig. 5b), as well as when taking the maximal �F/F value
rather than the integral (Fig. 5c). Most importantly, NC values
were similar for all window durations between 100 and 800 ms
windows (Fig. 5d).

High-order correlations after parturition
To analyze high-order NCs, we grouped fluctuation vectors of all
simultaneously imaged neurons into “fluctuation matrices.” In
each matrix, each row describes the fluctuations of one neuron to
all 160 individual trials, ordered chronologically. Representative
fluctuation matrices from three virgin mice and three lactating
mothers are shown in Figure 6, a and b (top). The strong ten-
dency of multiple neurons to cofluctuate is evident in the data
from lactating mothers as brighter or darker vertical lines in the
fluctuation matrices, indicating that in a given trial a large frac-
tion of the neurons fluctuated up/down together. Qualitatively,
population fluctuations were less pronounced in the matrices from

Figure 3. Firing properties of neurons in virgins and mothers. a, Spontaneous firing rates from all mothers and virgins. Error
bars indicate SEM. b, Distribution of number of stimuli-evoked spikes in mothers (red) and virgins (blue). Spikes within 1–100 ms
from stimuli onset were considered stimulus-evoked. c, Time to response onset in mothers and virgins. Error bars indicate SEM.
*p � 0.036 (two-way t test). ns, Not significant.
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virgin mice. The mean fluctuation, averaged
across all neurons in each trial, had an ap-
proximate Gaussian distribution centered
on 0 in the virgin mice data (Fig. 6a, middle
and bottom). In contrast, the average fluc-
tuations in mothers were skewed to the right
(Fig. 6b, middle and bottom).

The increased correlations in the pop-
ulation (and the concomitant larger aver-
age fluctuations across the population)
could result in principle from two non-
mutually exclusive effects. First, it could
be that in mothers, once common fluctu-
ations occurred between a pair of neu-
rons, these fluctuations would tend to be
larger than in virgins, leading to a larger
covariances and therefore larger correla-
tions. Second, it could be that in mothers,
once a common fluctuation occurred, it
involved more neurons than in virgins,
leading to a larger number of significant
pairwise correlations. To dissociate the ef-
fects of fluctuation size and number of co-
fluctuating neurons, we calculated the
sizes of cofluctuations in pairs of neurons
(quantified by the product of the devia-
tions of the two neurons from their indi-
vidual average responses to the stimulus),
conditioned on the number of neurons
that had a positive fluctuation (response
above their average, termed here “acti-
vated neurons”) in each trial. The size of
the pairwise cofluctuation increased with
the number of activated neurons. For ex-
ample, in Figure 6c, we quantified the
probability of having a large cofluctuation
(
0.1) as a function of the number of ac-
tivated neurons in the group. Impor-
tantly, conditioned on the number of
activated neurons, the size of the cofluc-
tuations was similar at least up to n � 9
activated neurons (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p 
 0.05, cor-
rected for multiple comparisons). The differences between the
two groups for trials that had a larger number of activated neu-
rons were not individually significant because there were only a
small number of trials with so many activated neurons.

Having shown that, conditioned on the number of activated
neurons, fluctuation sizes are not different in mothers and in
virgins, we are left with the possibility that in mothers larger
groups of neurons tended to be activated together. To quantify
these high-order correlations independently of fluctuation size,
we first quantified fluctuations to positive or negative (�1). This
resulted in population fluctuation vectors (or “patterns”), where
a �1/�1 corresponded to a neuron fluctuating above/below its
average, respectively. We compared the probability of these pop-
ulation fluctuation patterns with a model with independent fluc-
tuations across neurons. For each subset of N-imaged neurons,
we calculated the expected probability that all neurons of the
subset simultaneously responded above their average response
(ignoring neurons outside that subset) based on an independent
model and compared it with the actual observed rate (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Figure 6d (top left) shows such an analysis for
one set of nine neurons imaged in a virgin mouse (same data as

Fig. 6a, middle column), and Figure 6d (top right) shows an
example of 12 neurons from a mother (same data as Fig. 6b,
middle column). The color code indicates the size of the subset.
For example, the green dots in the upper right corner indicate
single-cell activation patterns, and by construction their observed
rates are identical to the expected rates. For patterns with two or
more active neurons, virtually all activation patterns occurred
more often than expected by an independent model. These high-
order NCs were eliminated by shuffling responses of the neurons
between trials (Fig. 6d, bottom panels). Whereas patterns occur-
ring more often than expected by the independent model were
evident in both mothers and virgins, the ratio of observed/ex-
pected patterns was much higher in mothers. Many patterns of
activation in mothers occurred 200 –2000 times more often than
expected (Fig. 6e). Thus, correlated fluctuations of large neuronal
populations were prevalent in A1 of mothers.

Decoding stimulus identity from ensemble activity
Last, we examined the effect of NCs in virgins and mothers on
stimulus decoding. We asked how well an observer could decode
stimulus identity from ensemble activity patterns in mothers and
virgins. To measure classification performance of neurons re-

Figure 4. NCs between pairs of neurons in A1 of mothers and virgins. a, Response fluctuations during the presentation of 160
individual stimuli for one neuronal pair from a mother with high positive NC (NC � 0.77). b, Scatter plot of the fluctuations of one
neuron from (a) against the corresponding fluctuations of the second neuron. c, d, Same as a and b but for a pair of neurons with
low NC (NC � 0.008) from a virgin animal. e, Distribution of NC values in mothers (red) and virgins (blue). Shaded areas are SEM
across experiments. Mean NC in mothers (0.34) is significantly higher compared with that of virgins (0.18). ***p 	 0.001. f,
Distribution of NC values during ongoing activity (no stimuli) in mothers (red) and virgins (blue). Shaded areas are SEM across
experiments. Mean NC in mothers (0.31) is significantly higher compared with that of virgins (0.24). ***p 	 0.001. g, Stimulus-
specific NC in mothers (red) and virgins (blue).
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corded simultaneously in an imaging session, we performed linear
discriminant analysis on the ensemble response patterns using a
leave-one-out procedure. To determine chance performance, we
shuffled the responses of each imaging session between stimuli 100
times. Classification performance was quantified as percentage loss,
which is the rate of incorrectly classified patterns (good performance
corresponds to small percentage loss).

Performance in both mothers and virgins was not high but
was better than chance in most ensembles (Fig. 7a). Performance
did not differ between mothers and virgin mice (% loss mean �
SD: virgins, 61.8 � 6.4%; mothers, 64.5 � 9.5, two-sample t test,
t � 1.38, p � 0.17, df � 68). Furthermore, there was no signifi-
cant correlation between NC and classification performance in
virgins (Fig. 7b, left; r � 0.18, p � 0.33, df � 30) or mothers (Fig.
7b, right; r � 0.09, p � 0.6, df � 36). Thus, ensembles with larger
NCs did not show a consistently different classification perfor-
mance than ensembles with lower NCs.

We next assessed the effect of NCs on the classification per-
formance of neurons within each recording session individually.
To this end, we eliminated NCs by pseudo-randomly shuffling
the responses of each neuron among trials with the same stimulus
type 100 times and analyzing the trial-shuffled data in the same
manner (Fig. 7c). There was no significant effect of NC on the
difference between real data performance and NC-eliminated
data performance in virgins (Fig. 7d, left; r � 0.12, p � 0.52, df �
30) or mothers (Fig. 7d, right; r � �0.24, p � 0.14, df � 36).

For virgin mice, eliminating NC did not significantly change
classification performance in 30 of 32 ensembles (93.75%),
whereas in 2 of 32 ensembles (6.25%) elimination of NCs signifi-
cantly improved performance (two-sample t test per ensemble be-
tween performance of original data and performance of 100 trials of
NC-eliminated data, df � 100). For mothers, eliminating NC did

not significantly change classification performance in 33 of 38 en-
sembles (86.84%), significantly improved performance in 3 of 38
ensembles (7.89%), and significantly lowered performance in 2 of 38
ensembles (5.26%) (two-sample t test per ensemble between perfor-
mance of original data and performance of 100 trials of NC-
eliminated data, df � 100). Thus, overall, eliminating NC did not
have a systematic effect on classification performance in either
group, despite the substantially larger NCs in mothers.

Discussion
We used in vivo two-photon calcium imaging of L2/3 neurons in
A1 of lactating mothers and virgin mice to study how the differ-
ence between these groups is expressed in the activity of local
neural populations. Under our recording conditions, single-neuron
response properties were generally similar between virgins and
mothers, whereas pairwise and higher-order correlations were con-
siderably higher in mothers.

Mothers and virgin mice differed by two main factors: expe-
rience and physiological state. By the time of imaging and record-
ing, mothers had mated, undergone pregnancy and birth, and
then spent 4 –5 d of maternal care with the pups. This process
does not only expose the mother mice to an enriched environ-
ment but also involves a learning process, especially because these
were first-time mothers. In addition, during pregnancy and after
parturition, the neuro-endocrinological state of mothers under-
goes large changes, which may have profound effects on sensory
processing (Brunton and Russell, 2008). It is thus likely that a
combination of internal physiological processes and experience
modulates neural activity in A1 of mothers.

Our data were acquired from anesthetized animals, in which im-
aging of auditory cortex is straightforward. Obviously, experience-
or learning–dependent changes should ultimately be tested in awake

Figure 5. Responsiveness and NC measures are stable across temporal integration windows. a, Example calcium transients of one neuron evoked by multiple presentations of a single stimulus. Colored lines
on top indicate the response window used in this study (250 ms, green), and four additional window sizes assessed here: 10 ms, dark brown; 100 ms, light brown; 500 ms, light blue; and 800 ms, dark blue. Color
legend for all panels in c. b, Per-stimulus responsiveness in virgins (top) and mothers (bottom) assessed using different response window sizes. Error bars indicate SEM across the data. c, Same as b, but using the
maximum rather than the integral over the response window. d, Distribution of NC values in virgins (left) and mothers (right) across different response window sizes.
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animals. Anesthesia can affect single-neuron response properties
(Cheung et al., 2001; Gaese and Ostwald, 2001; Haider et al., 2013) as
well as neuronal correlations (Movshon et al., 2003; Rennaker et al.,
2007; Greenberg et al., 2008). In particular, we cannot rule out a
differential effect of anesthesia on mothers and virgin mice, although
we find this possibility unlikely.

Single-neuron changes
In a previous electrophysiological study comparing responses of
single cells in A1 of mothers and virgins, responses to USVs in

mothers were found to carry more information compared with
those of virgins (Liu and Schreiner, 2007). Consistent with our
imaging and electrophysiological results, the authors found no
differences in response probability, response amplitude, or mean
frequency tuning between mothers and virgins. The changes in
the level of NCs described here parallel and complement the find-
ings of Liu and Schreiner (2007): it is conceivable that the larger
NCs we describe here can interact with the higher information
content found by Liu and Schreiner (2007) to generate more
efficient readout of the sensory information.

Figure 6. Higher-order correlations in virgins and mothers. a, Fluctuation matrices from three representative recordings from virgins (top panels), the corresponding mean population
fluctuations (middle panels), and the distributions of population fluctuations (bottom panels). b, Same as a but for three representative recordings from mothers. c, Probability of large cofluctuations
(
0.1) as a function of a number of activated neurons. d, Expected probability based on an independent model as a function of observed probability of population activation patterns for a
representative recording from a virgin (top left) and from a mother (top right). Color codes the size of the subset. Observed probabilities are higher in both virgins and mothers, but this trend is
stronger in mothers. Bottom panels, The same analysis as the corresponding top panels but for trial-shuffled data. For shuffled data, on average patterns were observed at expected rates from an
independent model because correlations were eliminated. e, Distribution of observed/expected probabilities from the mother (red) and virgin (blue) data, for different tuple sizes. For large tuple
sizes, observed/expected rates were substantially larger for mothers.
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A recent electrophysiological study by some of us, using loose-
patch recordings from A1 of mothers found that overall respon-
siveness, and specifically responsiveness to USVs, is enhanced in
mothers (Cohen et al., 2011). Clearly, the imaging data in the
current study did not show a comparable change. We suspected
that the discrepancy between these results stems from the differ-
ence in recording depth, as response properties in A1 show de-
pendence on cortical layer (Sakata and Harris, 2009; Oviedo et al.,
2010). Although most neurons in the previous study were re-
corded from deep cortical layers, the neurons imaged here were
from layers 2/3. To test this possibility, we performed electro-
physiological recordings and presented the same auditory proto-
col as in the imaging experiments, while limiting recording depth
to superficial layers. Whereas responsiveness rates of virgins were
similar using the two techniques (compare Fig. 2b,e, blue bars),
responsiveness in mothers was still generally higher in the elec-
trophysiological data compared with the imaging data (compare
Fig. 2b,e, red bars). However, the electrophysiologically mea-
sured responsiveness rates reported here from layers 2/3 of moth-
ers were substantially lower than those observed in deeper layers,
as reported in Cohen et al. (2011). In that study, 40% of neurons
in mothers were responsive to USVs, whereas in our current re-
cordings from superficial layers this rate was 22%. This suggests
that recording depth at least partially accounts for the difference
in responsiveness rates observed in mothers using the different
techniques. There are a number of possible explanations for the
remaining discrepancy between the imaging and electrophysio-
logical responsiveness rates. First, although our imaging data
were strictly from L2/3, the electrophysiological data may contain
neurons at more variable depths because we did not verify soma
positions in our blind recordings. Second, fast spiking interneu-
rons, which have been shown to undergo unique changes in
mothers (Cohen et al., 2011) may be under-represented in the
imaging dataset because of inferior signal-to-noise ratio of their
spike-evoked fluorescence transients (Nauhaus et al., 2012). Last,
identification of single spikes with calcium imaging involves a
small but positive error rate, and we cannot rule this out as a

possible factor. The exact biases of elec-
trophysiology and imaging remain to be
further evaluated.

Previous studies on learning-induced
changes in NC
Parturition and taking care of the pups is a
complex and unique life event, and previous
studies have not studied its effect on cortical
network dynamics. However, these events
share some features with sensory enrich-
ment and experimental learning paradigms.

In a previous study, ensemble activity
in A1 of awake monkeys was recorded
while training on a tone discrimination
task (Ahissar et al., 1992). The results
showed that correlation between pairs of
neurons could strongly increase during
learning and remained at an increased
level as long as no additional manipula-
tions were performed. Whereas this effect
was dependent on spike-timing condi-
tioning, it was also dependent on behav-
ior, highlighting the importance of
behavioral relevance for inducing func-
tional plasticity. This study revealed the po-

tential of auditory cortical networks to increase their functional
connectivity by driving pairs of neurons to fire at short succession.
Our results indicate that such increases in functional connectivity
occur during a natural life event as well.

A more recent study implemented in vivo two-photon cal-
cium imaging in the motor cortex of behaving rats while they
were learning a discrimination task (Komiyama et al., 2010). The
authors found that correlation between pairs of neurons in-
creased throughout learning and suggested that correlated activ-
ity in specific ensembles of functionally related neurons is a
signature of learning-related circuit plasticity.

The most direct support for experience-dependent changes of
interneuronal correlations in auditory cortex comes from a re-
cent study in songbirds (Jeanne et al., 2013). In this study, asso-
ciative learning of specific auditory motifs and reward location
led to changes in interneuronal correlations in auditory cortex.
These data support our result that correlation patterns in audi-
tory cortex are experience dependent and highlight the neural
population level as a key neural substrate of learning.

Possible mechanisms of NC increase
NC has traditionally been attributed to common input or direct
connectivity between a pair of neurons (Moore et al., 1970; Lyt-
ton and Sejnowski, 1991; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Morita et
al., 2008). Indeed, a recent study found a significant correlation
between the NC of pairs of neurons and the probability of synap-
tic connectivity between them (Ko et al., 2011). Neurons within
our imaging window were at distances of 0 –200 �m from each
other, and the probability of direct synaptic connections and re-
ceiving common input is highest at such distances (Song et al.,
2005; Ko et al., 2011; Perin et al., 2011; Levy and Reyes, 2012).
These findings suggest that NC in our data may reflect the strong
recurrent connectivity of the local cortical network.

If NC reports synaptic connectivity, what process underlies
the increased level of NC we observed in mothers? Changes in NC
have previously been reported mostly after momentary changes
in attention, stimuli, or behavior, on timescales of seconds or

Figure 7. Classification and NC in mothers and virgin mice. a, Shuffled data loss as a function of real data loss. Error bars indicate
SD of 100 shuffles. Red represents ensembles from mothers; blue represents ensembles from virgins. Real data have lower loss than
shuffled data in the majority of ensembles. b, Classification loss as a function of NC in virgins (left) and mothers (right). c,
Classification loss of NC-eliminated data as a function of real data. Error bars indicate SD of 100 trial shuffles. Color code as in a. d,
Classification loss–NC eliminated loss as a function of NC in virgins (left) and mothers (right).
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minutes (Ahissar et al., 1992; Vaadia et al., 1995; Cohen and
Newsome, 2008; Gutnisky and Dragoi, 2008; Cohen and Maun-
sell, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009). Although the mechanism for
these changes is largely unknown, it has been suggested that
context-dependent changes in neuromodulation of the recorded
neurons or their input may account for changes in NC (Brunel
and Wang, 2001; Belitski et al., 2008; Joshua et al., 2009; Thiele et
al., 2012). As motherhood involves changes in neuromodulation
(Brunton and Russell, 2008; Leuner et al., 2010), these changes
may account for the increased NC we observed.

However, our findings differ in a few important aspects from
most of the above studies. First, becoming a mother involves a much
longer time scale, of days and weeks, after which we observed the
high NC. Moreover, the differences in NC levels were largely insen-
sitive to stimuli and did not involve attention or action. This may
suggest that a slower and more “hardwired” mechanism accounts
for our results. There is now much evidence for experience-
dependent synaptic plasticity in adulthood (for review, see Holtmaat
and Svoboda, 2009; Fu and Zuo, 2011). Interestingly, some recent
studies describe a net increase in the number of synaptic connections
after sensory experience and learning (Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al.,
2009). Sensory enrichment or deprivation can also induce a fast
increase in the amount of synapses in various brain regions (Moser et
al., 1994; Knott et al., 2002; Hofer et al., 2009; Holtmaat and Svo-
boda, 2009; Bose et al., 2010). Although these studies did not include
physiological recordings, the increased synaptic connectivity is likely
to result in an increase in NC.

In the days after parturition, mother mice are exposed to novel
sensory stimuli and undergo a learning process that is at least as
striking as those used in these studies. It is thus possible that
our finding of elevated NCs in mothers reflect a network-
physiological correlate of experience- and learning-induced
increase in synaptic connections.

Computational implications
Although NCs have been reported between pairs of cortical neu-
rons in a large number of studies (Ahissar et al., 1992; Zohary et
al., 1994a; Vaadia et al., 1995; Bair et al., 2001; Kohn and Smith,
2005; Cohen and Newsome, 2008; Cohen and Maunsell, 2009;
Mitchell et al., 2009; Cafaro and Rieke, 2010; Komiyama et al.,
2010; Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Rothschild et al., 2010), their role
in network computation is not fully understood. Positive average
NCs may have a detrimental effect on coding efficiency under
some assumptions about the way information is “read out” from
a population of neurons (Zohary et al., 1994a; Sompolinsky et al.,
2001), but in conjunction with natural assumptions about re-
sponse variability, they may leave coding efficiency unaffected or
even improve it (Abbott and Dayan, 1999; Averbeck and Lee,
2006; Shamir and Sompolinsky, 2006; Cafaro and Rieke, 2010).

We studied coding efficiency by measuring how well stimulus
identity could be decoded from ensemble activation patterns in
mothers and virgin mice, and we examined the effect of NC on
decoding performance. Remarkably, we found that NCs did not
have a systematic effect on decoding, despite being twice as high
in mothers. Eliminating correlations by shuffling did not have a
net effect on decoding either. Last, there was no correlation be-
tween the mean NC level within an ensemble and its decoding
performance. These findings indicate that NCs represent a com-
ponent of the response that is functionally “orthogonal” to the
stimulus-related information in that stimulus identity seems to
be as well coded by cortical ensembles both in the presence and in
the absence of high NCs.

This result puts into sharp relief the question of the role of NCs in
cortical computations and, in particular, the role subserved by the
higher correlations in mothers. One possibility is that, rather than
optimizing stimulus classification, L2/3 neurons optimize transmis-
sion efficiency to downstream regions. In support of this alternative,
it has been shown that pairwise correlations are expected to increase
the variability of the population output spike train to downstream
regions (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2000). Our data are consistent with
this finding, as increased correlations in mothers resulted in a more
bimodal distribution of mean population events (Fig. 6a,b). A dif-
ferent possibility is that higher correlations do not improve coding
but are rather a temporary transition phase reflecting network reor-
ganization. Previous studies on experience-dependent increases in
synaptic connections show that the initial increase in the days after
experience returns to baseline in the following weeks (Knott et al.,
2002; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al.,
2009). It has been suggested that this initial net increase in synaptic
connections allows the network to restructure. Whether the in-
creased correlation we observed in mothers is a manifestation of
such a process could be tested in future studies by applying recent
technological advances to monitor neuronal ensembles at multi-
ple time points throughout pregnancy, parturition, and the
weeks thereafter.
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